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Chapter 3

Layer merging during

double-diffusive layer formation

The nonlinear evolution of double-diffusive instabilities into a laterally heated stably

stratified motionless liquid is studied through direct numerical simulation in a two-

dimensional set-up. In this chapter, we consider liquids which are initially stratified

through a constant salt gradient. The stages of evolution of the intrusions and their

spatial scales correspond well with those observed in laboratory experiments. A cen-

tral process in the evolution is that of layer merging. A particular case of layer merg-

ing is analysed in detail and a new physical description of this process is proposed, to

which we refer as ’layer sandwiching’.

3.1 Introduction

The discovery of fine structure within the ocean has stimulated detailed studies of small-scale

mixing processes. One of these processes is that of double-diffusive convection, i.e. convection

in a stably stratified liquid due to different diffusivities of two components [Turner, 1973]. Asso-

ciated with this small scale mixing process is the appearance of well mixed layers, separated by

very stable interfaces over which only diffusive transport is possible. The vertical temperature

and salinity structure associated with these layers show characteristic step structures. Such step

structures in temperature and salinity have been found over large areas in the upper ocean. Since

the presence of layers significantly influences the transport of heat and salt, double-diffusive con-

vection is a potentially important transport mechanism e.g. for heat and salt in the ocean. Apart

from the oceanographic context, there are many technological motivations to study these type of
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3. Layer merging during double-diffusive layer formation

flows, for example crystal growth and the heat storage in solar ponds [Akbarzadeh and Manins,

1988].

A typical example of layer formation is that of a liquid which is stably stratified through

a constant salt gradient
���

and which is heated through a lateral temperature gradient. The

buoyancy driven flow becomes unstable when a critical value of the lateral temperature difference

is exceeded. The instabilities are shear driven for small
���

, but when
���

is large the flow becomes

unstable to double-diffusive instabilities [Thangam et al., 1981]. When a parcel of liquid near

the heated wall moves upward, it retains almost all of its salt due to the very small salt diffusivity.

The parcel rises to a level where its density is equal to that of the surrounding liquid and because

of continuity it is then forced to move laterally; a layered flow pattern eventually results.

Much information on the layer formation process was obtained from laboratory experiments.

These were performed either in narrow slots or in wide tanks, using different temperature rise

curves at the heated wall and with different initial conditions. With respect to the latter, two

different types can be distinguished. In singly stratified experiments, only a salinity gradient

is initially present, whereas the temperature is homogeneous. In doubly stratified experiments,

a destabilizing temperature gradient is also initially present such that the layer is still stably

stratified. In early singly stratified experiments in narrow slots [Chen et al., 1971], it was found

that when a critical value of a Rayleigh number ���	� based on the length scale


�������� ��� (3.1)

is exceeded, layers appear over the whole length of the heated wall. Here ��� is the imposed

lateral temperature difference and  ,
�

the thermal and solutal coefficients in the (linear) equation

of state, respectively. The length scale 
 is directly related to the movement of a heated liquid

parcel to its neutrally buoyant level. The critical value of ���	� was determined from experiments

and given approximately by ������� ��� ����� ���! #" . In the supercritical flow regime, also called

simultaneously formed layer regime, eventually layers with a characteristic thickness 
 develop

[Chen et al., 1971; Huppert and Turner, 1980; Lee et al., 1990]. Below the critical value ������� ���
the layers grow successively from the horizontal walls and layers with a larger scale than 

develop.

A detailed experimental study of the evolution of intrusions in a constant vertical salt gradient

was presented by Tanny and Tsinober [1988]. One of the sidewalls of a wide container (aspect

ratio about 2.4) was heated using a prescribed temperature-rise curve. After a characteristic time$ �
, a nearly constant lateral temperature difference ��� was obtained. The flows for both the

heat/salt and the heat/sugar system for different time constants
$ �

in the range % �'&)(� � � �* +-,
were monitored. Three different stages of development of the intrusions were distinguished. The
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thermal boundary layer which develops at the heated wall becomes unstable and initial layers

appear. It was shown that the stability characteristics in a wide container are essentially the

same as in a narrow slot [Thangam et al., 1981] and do not depend on the details of the heating

curve. Besides 
 , Tanny and Tsinober [1988] also used a length scale
� ���������	�
������ to represent

their results, indicating that the initial layer thickness depends only on the salinity gradient, the

acceleration due to gravity � , the kinematic viscosity � and the diffusivity of salt ��� . In this

formulation, an initial layer scale ��� �����	� � � was found and the critical Rayleigh number

����� � ��� based on
�

was about �# .
A second stage of evolution is the transition of layers with initial thickness � � to a slightly

larger thickness due to initial layer merging. Tanny and Tsinober [1988] give arguments that

this initial merging is due to a subsequent instability of the flow. Since a time-dependent heating

curve is specified, after initiation of sidewall heating ���!� increases over a time-interval of order" � $ � � . If the final value of ���#� in a particular experiment is larger than % � , layer merging occurs

at a value ����� � % � . If the final value is smaller than % � , layer merging eventually occurs but

it is observed after a much longer time. This is consistent with results in Huppert and Turner

[1980], where
$ �

is small and immediately layers with a final thickness were observed. Here, the

initial layers have a very short lifetime and the merging stage is too short to be observed.

In the third stage of evolution, the layers approach their final thickness ��$ which is charac-

terized by the length scale 
 ; Tanny and Tsinober [1988] found the relation ��$ �  	� %�� 
 and a

similar relation was obtained by Huppert and Turner [1980]. In the approach to this final layer

thickness, subsequent merging of layers occurs. It appears that this evolution is rather compli-

cated, since nearly identical experiments show a different evolution and merging sequence. No

specific criteria for subsequent merging could be found and it was suggested that the behavior of

the flow is chaotic after the instability of the initial layers [Tanny and Tsinober, 1988].

More detail to the description of the subsequent layer merging process was added through the

singly stratified experiments of Jeevaraj and Imberger [1991]. Their results are consistent with

those of Tanny and Tsinober [1988] in that the initial merging occurs uniformly along the entire

vertical sidewall. A subsequent merging process was monitored through vertical temperature

profiles near the heated wall. As they describe: ” ... the merging process commenced with

one layer propagating slightly faster than its neighbour immediately below, and subsequently

merging together ...”. They also find that merging is initiated at the heated wall and is completed

at the extremity of the intrusion. It is suggested that the thermal boundary layer near the heated

wall penetrates the salinity interface and locally destroys the salinity step.

Despite these descriptions from laboratory experiments, the physics of layer merging process

is still unclear. Theoretical work has mainly focussed on the initial stage of layer formation as
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an instability of a weak buoyancy driven background flow [Thangam et al., 1981] and its weakly

nonlinear evolution [Kerr, 1990]. Further progress was made through numerical simulation of

the intrusions, which has only been done in two-dimensional configurations. Within narrow slots,

Kamagura and Ozoe [1993] studied the evolution of the flow in both supercritical and subcritical

flow regimes and found that in both regimes layers grow from the horizontal walls. Only in

the supercritical case the layered structure finally extends over the entire slot, in agreement with

their experimental results. Lee and Hyun [1991] numerically studied flows in a narrow slot

configuration, where a salt difference � �
was maintained between top and bottom, similar to

their experimental set-up [Lee et al., 1990]. This configuration is interesting because it allows for

steady states to occur. In addition to the simultaneously and successively formed layer regimes,

they find two other regimes of flow, a unicellular regime and a stagnant flow regime.

The latter configuration motivated the bifurcation studies of Tsitverblit and Kit [1990], Kra-

nenborg and Dijkstra [1995] and the bifurcation study in Chapter 2 (Dijkstra and Kranenborg

[1996]) for narrow slot configurations. Main result of these studies is that many steady flow pat-

terns are possible, and that most of these flows are unstable. Within the unicellular flow regime,

the structure of stable steady states was shown to be simple and to consist of only a strong ther-

mally driven cell. However, the unstable steady states (multicellular flows) were shown to be

physically relevant. The flow can remain quite long near one of these states and a long precon-

ditioning process is needed to initiate the instability. The boundary between the unicellular flow

regime and the successively formed layer regime could be associated with an instability of the

unicellular flow. However, no clear boundaries were identified between the other regimes.

In this chapter, we continue the investigation of the evolution of intrusions in the supercritical

case. We study the evolution of intrusions into a constant salinity gradient through a high reso-

lution direct numerical simulation in a two-dimensional set-up. Although the flows in laboratory

experiments are obviously three-dimensional, it is shown that the same stages of development

and corresponding spatial and temporal scales are found. Hence, the essential physics of the

evolution of the intrusions is captured by a two-dimensional model. Main contribution of this

chapter is a detailed analysis of a typical case of layer merging. We propose a new descrip-

tion of the physics of the layer merging process, to which we refer to as ’layer sandwiching’,

which involves a feedback between differential entrainment and changes in the layer thickness

of neighboring layers.
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3.2 Formulation

A two-dimensional rectangular container (length L and height H) is filled with a Newtonian

liquid with a kinematic viscosity � and stratified through heat and salt with constant thermal

diffusivity � � and solutal diffusivity ��� . The density � of the liquid depends linearly on tem-

perature and salinity and is given by � � � ��� � � � � � � � � &  � � � & � � ��� � � � � & � � � � , where

� � and
� �

are (constant) reference values of the temperature and the salinity. Let � �
and ���

be a characteristic vertical salinity and horizontal temperature difference. The governing equa-

tions are non-dimensionalized using scales � , �	��
�� � and � � 
�� for length, time and velocity,

respectively. A dimensionless temperature and salinity are defined by � � � � � & � � � 
 ��� and
� � � � � & � � � 
 � �

. In terms of the streamfunction � and vorticity  , where

� ��� �
���

��� � &�� �
���

�  � &�� � � � (3.2)

the full equations , with the usual Boussinesq approximation, are given by

����� � �!� 
� $ �

� �
���

� 
���

&"� �
���

� 
��� �

�#� �  � ��� � �!������
& � � �

��� �
�

(3.3a)

���
� $ �

� �
���

���
���

&"� �
���

���
���

�#� � � � (3.3b)

� �

� $ �
� �
���

� �

���
&"� �
���

� �

���
�%$'& � � � � � � (3.3c)

The dimensionless parameters which appear in the equations above are defined as

��� � � � ���� �)(
�!� �

� � � � � �

����
� ��� � �

� �
� $'& � � �

���
��* � $

� � (3.4)

The relative importance of saline versus thermal buoyant forcing is given by the buoyancy ratio

R. The lengthscale 
 and the Rayleigh number ���	� can be expressed into the parameters as


�� �+
 �-,���� � � ��� � 
 � ( � (3.5)

In this chapter we investigate the development of intrusions into a constant salinity gradient only

for a square container (A = 1). Initial conditions correspond to a motionless solution for which

the salinity varies linearly with height, i.e.

$ �) /. � � � � � � �  � � � � � � � � � � � � �) , � � � � � � � � & � � (3.6)

At the left sidewall, the heating rise curve is prescribed as

� � � �) � � � $ � � � &	02143 � & $
$ � � � (3.7)
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dimensionless quantities*
= �$'& = �! 	����
= %

� = �
��� � = � � �! "
���#� =

� � ���� � �! ��
��� � = %	� ��� � �! ��
$ �

= � � �! � (
dimensional quantities

� =  	� � ��� �$ =  	� � ��� �
��� = � � �! ��� ��� � + � � �
� � = � � �! � � ��� � + � � �
� = % � �! � � ��� � + � � �

Table 3.1: Values of both dimensionless and dimensional model parameters.

similar to that used in the experiments of Tanny and Tsinober [1988]. The right sidewall is kept at

the initial temperature of the bulk. The applied lateral temperature gradient is therefore constant,

apart from a short initial transient phase. The upper and lower walls are isothermal. A stable

salinity gradient is maintained by prescribing a constant salinity difference between the upper

and lower walls; the lateral walls are impermeable to salt. In dimensionless form the remaining

boundary conditions are

� �) . �
�

���
�  , � � � . � �) � �

�

���
�  , (3.8)

� �  /. � � � � ���
���

�  , � � � . � �  � ���
���

�) 	� (3.9)

At all boundaries no-slip conditions for velocity are prescribed.

3.3 Results

A ’reference’ simulation is defined by the values of the parameters as given in Table 3.1. It ap-

pears difficult to perform accurate simulations in the range of buoyancy ratios used in laboratory
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experiments. Both in Tanny and Tsinober [1988] and in Jeevaraj and Imberger [1991], the buoy-

ancy ratio � is within the range
�  �& �# . This is desired in experiments, because many layers

develop and their average thickness can be well determined. Numerically, one does not want to

simulate that many layers, because of the very high resolution required. In the ’reference’ sim-

ulation, the buoyancy ratio is therefore chosen smaller than in experiments, in order to generate

a smaller number of convection cells. At constant 
 , this means that the container height � is

decreased with respect to that in experiments. Consequently, the horizontal walls of the container

may have more influence on the flow development than in experiments.

The governing equations and boundary conditions are discretized spatially using second order

accurate central differences on an equidistant grid. Because of the rapid evolution of the flow an

explicit (first order accurate) Euler method is used to integrate in time. High spatial resolution

is necessary to resolve the details of the flow, especially to resolve the large gradients in the salt

field. The thickness of these saline boundary layers scales with
� & � �� (at least in the linear case),

where
� &�� �����

��� and
� �

is a characteristic horizontal velocity scale of the convection within the

layers. For the reference case, with
� � �)� �! ��� * ��+ � � , , � &�� �! #" and the estimated interface

thickness is about  	�  	� � . To have at least two points within each interface, an equidistant grid

of 201 * 201 points is used for this simulation.

From the results in Chapter 2, it can be deduced that the parameters of the reference experi-

ment are such that eventually a unicellular flow is reached for
$
	��

. In this chapter, we focus

on the initial stages of evolution towards this flow. Several flow characteristics are presented in

section 3.3.1 and a particular case of layer merging is observed. Thereafter, we focus on the

signatures of layer merging in the heat and mass transfer rates (section 3.3.2), the overall energy

balances (section 3.3.3) and in particular flow details (section 3.3.4).

3.3.1 Flow characteristics

In all simulations below, the dimensionless time
$ �

in (5b) was chosen as
$ � � �! � ( . Since the

thermal diffusion timescale is  �! � * +-, , the initial heating time is about   � * +-, . At the onset of

layer formation the temperature at the heated wall has already reached its final value in all three

cases. As is seen is Table 3.1, the ’reference’ experiment corresponds to values of ����� � ���! "
and � � � . The flow patterns at four different times are plotted in the Figs. 3.1a-d as contour

plots of the streamfunction � . As time proceeds, convection cells form and gradually fill up

the cavity with a layered flow. Cell formation happens almost simultaneously along the heated

sidewall as would be expected for ������� ��� ��� ��� [Chen et al., 1971]. Thus, final layers are

formed in about �! hours and no subsequent layer merging is observed up to this time.

A vertical cross-section of the horizontal velocity at � �  	� � and
$ �  	� � (Fig. 3.2a) shows
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 3.1: Layer formation as a function of time shown by plots of the streamfunction: ����� �� �! " � � � � (a-d), ��� � � � �! " � � � ��� � (e-h) and ��� � � ���! � � � � � (i-l)); (a,e,i):$ �) 	�  ���� , (b,f,j):
$ �) 	�  �# , (c,g,k):

$ �) 	�  % � , (d,h,l):
$ �  	� � .

that the velocities differ in magnitude from layer to layer; typical maximal horizontal velocities

are in the order of �! ��� & �! � " * ��+ � � , . It was shown by Jeevaraj and Imberger [1991] that

the flow within a layer (relatively far from the sidewalls) can be quite well approximated by

a parallel flow driven by a layer averaged lateral temperature gradient
� � $ � . In dimensionless

quantities, the equation for � � � � $ � follows from the dominant balance in (3.3a) between friction

and buoyancy forcing, assuming a slow temporal variation of the lateral temperature gradient and

the absence of a lateral salt gradient. In dimensionless form, the solution for the parallel flow

becomes

� � � � $ � � ��� � � � $ � � ( � �% � ( &
�
 � � �

�
�� � � � (3.10)

where � is the dimensionless thickness of the layer. In deriving (3.10), it is furthermore assumed
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.2: Horizontal velocity (
�

), temperature (T) and salinity (S) profiles along a vertical

section through the middle of the container and a grey-shade plot of salinity field at
$ �  	� � .

(a-c): ��� � �)� �! " � � � � , (d-f): ��� � � � �! " � � � ��� � , (g-i) ��� � � � �! � � � � � .

that the horizontal velocity vanishes at the interfaces bounding the layer. It turns out that the

vertical structure (3.10) is quite a good approximation of the horizontal velocity profiles for most

of the layers in Fig. 3.2a.
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A vertical cross-section of temperature and salinity at � �  	� � (Fig. 3.2b) clearly shows the

layered structure of the flow consisting of convection cells in which salt is fairly well mixed and

temperature is stably stratified, separated by thin interfaces where the salt stratification is stable

but the temperature stratification is unstable. Salt can be effectively used as a tracer due to its

low molecular diffusivity. A shadow plot of the salinity in Fig. 3.2c shows that indeed the salt

field is nearly homogeneous within the layers, except near the right boundary, where the flow is

not yet fully developed.

In the second simulation, the buoyancy ratio is lowered to � � ��� � while keeping ����� �� �! " the same. From (3.5) it follows that the buoyant forcing measured by ��� � is reduced

considerably. The evolution of the flow (Fig. 3.1e-h) shows that the layers have increased in

scale as is expected from a smaller � and also no subsequent layer merging occurs. At
$ �  	� �

the value of the horizontal velocities is smaller (Fig. 3.2d) than in the previous case, although one

expects from (3.10) that the magnitude should be about the same, since it is (note that � � 
 
�� )

proportional to ����� . The reason is that it takes longer for the flow to develop and at
$ �� 	� � ,

the flow has not reached its maximum yet. This is also shown in the steps in the salinity profile

(Fig. 3.2e) which are less pronounced than in Fig. 3.2b indicating that the salt is not well-mixed

horizontally; this is confirmed in Fig. 3.2f.

In the third simulation, ����� is increased to ����� � ���! � while � � � is the same as in the

first simulation. This implies a fourfold increase in buoyant forcing and the flow is seen to evolve

much quicker (Figs. 3.1i-l) than in the two simulations discussed above. The larger buoyancy

forcing induces the much larger horizontal velocities in Fig. 3.2g, and these are more of equal

magnitude in the different layers. The increase in velocity is only slightly smaller than the factor

 increase expected from the idealized profile (3.10). The step structures are well-pronounced

in the salinity and temperature profiles (Fig. 3.2h) and the salt is well-mixed within the layers

(Fig. 3.2i). In all cases above, the number of final layers formed is
� � � � , which implies that the

layers have a thickness of order 
 . The layer scale is therefore strongly dependent on � , whereas

the time scale of evolution depends strongly on ���	� .
An important observation from the large ���	� case (Figs. 3.1i-l) is that there is a clear exam-

ple of subsequent layer merging. The intrusions reach the cold wall before
$ �) 	�  ���� (Fig. 3.1j)

and about seven layers seem to form. However, during the evolution one of the layers disappears

(Fig. 3.1k), leading eventually to a pattern of six cells at
$ �  	� � (Fig. 3.1l). This merging

process is similar to that observed, for example, in Fig. 18 of Schladow et al. [1992], to which

they refer to as class I merging. In subsequent sections, we will focus on this particular layer

merging process by looking at several signatures of this process.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Development in time of
� � (solid line) and

� � (dotted line); (a): ����� � � �! " � � �
� , (b): ��� � � � �! " � � � ��� � , (c): ��� � � � �! � � � �)� .

3.3.2 Heat and salt transport

The appropriate parameters that indicate the increase of transport due to convection are the ver-

tically integrated horizontal heat transport and the horizontally integrated vertical salt transport.

The nondimensional time in the simulation is just the Fourier number ��� � $ � �)��
�� � which is

smaller than  	� � . Hence, the diffusive lateral heat transport ��� due to a temperature step (since

the heating is relatively fast) is easily calculated from a one-dimensional semi-infinite layer ap-

proximation.

The local Nusselt number
� � associated with the horizontal heat transport and its vertically

averaged value
� � are

� � � � � � � $ � �
� � &�� ��
	
��� , � � � � � $ � �

��
�
� � � � � � � $ �� � � (3.11)

Similarly, the Sherwood numbers associated with the vertical salt transport are

� � � � � � � $ � � $'& � � &"� �

��� , � � � � � $ � �
��
�

� � � � � � � $ �� � � (3.12)

The temporal development of
� � �  � $ � and

� � �  � $ � is shown in Fig. 3.3 for the three sim-

ulations in the previous section; for this case ��� �  � $ � ��� ������ �� . As the layers have (almost)

reached the right wall,
� � and

� � have the same order of magnitude in all three simulations. As

the number of layers decreases for smaller buoyancy ratio, convective transport of salt becomes

stronger and hence
� � increases (compare Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.3b). The lateral heat transport
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: The evolution of the terms in the kinetic (3.14) and potential energy balances (3.15)

for ��� � � � �! � � � � � ; (a): Kinetic energy balance, (b): Potential energy balance. Anno-

tation: dek =
��� � �  ����� ��
  $ (change in kinetic energy), buoy = & � � � � (buoyancy

production), dis =
������!� � �� � (viscous dissipation), dep =  ���
	 � 
  $ (change in potential

energy), flxT = ��� � � � � � � � , flxS = ��� � � $'& � � � � � � � � .

is nearly independent of � ; the increase in heat transport due to larger layer thickness is com-

pensated by a decrease due to smaller buoyancy forcing. Larger ����� gives larger velocities and

consequently a larger heat and salt transport as shown in Fig. 3.3c. In the latter case, one ob-

serves that
� � �  � $ � approaches a value of about

�
near

$ �) 	�  % but then increases again to have

about a magnitude % at
$ �  	� � . The increase in heat transport is a signature of the subsequent

layer merging process, as observed in Figs. 3.1g-i. A similar signature can be seen in the salt

transport although it fluctuates much more than the heat transport.

3.3.3 Energy balances

The volume averaged kinetic and potential energy balances can be derived easily from the gov-

erning equations. A nondimensional density, the (local) kinetic energy ��� and potential energy
��	 are defined as follows:

� � ��� � � � � & � � , ��� �
�
� � ��� �� � , ��	 � � � � (3.13)

where �� � � � � � � is the velocity vector. The global kinetic energy balance is derived by taking

the inner product of �� with the momentum balance and integrate the result over the flow domain
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�
. One obtains

����� � 
 $
����� � � � ���� � � �� � & � � � � , � � � �

�
�
�  �  � � (3.14)

The global potential energy balance is obtained by multiplying (3.3b) with & � ��� � , (3.3c)

with � ��� � � , add and integrate the result over the flow domain. This gives


 $
� ��	 � � � � � � & ��� � � � � � � � � & � $'& � � � � � � � � � (3.15)

The evolution of terms in the kinetic and potential energy balances is presented in the Figs.

3.4 for the case ����� � � �! � � � � � . At all times, the primary kinetic energy balance is between

viscous dissipation � �� � � � �� � and buoyancy production by the flow (equal to � & � � � ) (Fig.

3.4a). The change in kinetic energy  ��� � � 
  $ is orders of magnitude smaller. Initially, from$ �  to about
$ �  	�  ���� , all terms in the kinetic energy balance increase in amplitude showing

the evolution of the double-diffusive instabilities. Between
$ �  	�  ���� and about

$ �  	�  % , both

buoyancy production and dissipation remain fairly constant. Layer merging is associated with an

increase in buoyancy production (and an increase of dissipation), since this term increases from$ �) 	�  % up to
$ �) 	� � .

Because the Lewis number is large ( $'&����! 	� ), the contribution of changes in the salt con-

centration and the salt fluxes at the boundaries of the flow domain to the change in potential

energy (Fig. 3.4b) is small. The buoyancy production and the term � � � � � � determine the

change in potential energy. During the first stage of the evolution, this change is strongly neg-

ative since potential energy is converted into kinetic energy by the instability of the initial flow.

During the merging process, the release of potential energy decreases and there is even a small

interval, where the potential energy production is positive. The latter feature is absent at lower

forcing (in the other two simulations considered) and is another signature of the layer merging

process.

3.3.4 Analysis of flow details

We further investigate the layer merging as observed in the Figs. 3.1i-l. In the Figs. 3.5, six

shadow plots of the density are shown at different times between
$ �  	�  ���� and

$ �  	�  % � . In

Fig. 3.5a, the dot is exactly at the same position as the one in Fig. 3.5f. For ease of description,

we label the disappearing layer with � and those bounding this layer above and below with � �
and � & , respectively. The interfaces bounding � clearly move to each other during the merging

and finally a new interface is established between � & and � � nearly at the position halfway

layer � before merging (Fig. 3.5f). This seems different from the usual interface migration
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.5: Density profiles showing subsequent layer merging, ����� � �'�! � � � � � , the dots

in (a) and (f) are on the same position; (a):
$ �  	�  ���� , (b):

$ �  	�  � ���� , (c):
$ �  	�  � % � , (d):$ �) 	�  � , (e):

$ �) 	�  %���� , (f):
$ �  	�  % � .

[Linden, 1976] where one of the interfaces remains stationary. From the Figs. 3.5, it is not clear

whether merging starts near the heated wall or elsewhere. At
$ �) 	�  ���� (Fig. 3.5a), the interface

between � and � � is vaguer near the heated wall, but at other times ( for example Fig. 3.5d)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6: The subsequent merging process revealed by two vertical sections (near the wall

and through the centre) of the density at different instants. For clarity only the lower half of the

sections is shown; (a):
$ �) 	�  ���� , (b):

$ �  	�  � % � , (c):
$ �  	�  � , (d):

$ �  	�  %���� .

the interface between � & and � appears vaguer near the cold wall.

We first consider the evolution of the buoyancy jump between both interfaces bounding � .

In Fig. 3.6, vertical sections are shown of the density at two positions ( � �  	� ��� and � �  	� � )
within the layers. Although there are some locations where the flow appears unstably stratified,

the results clearly show that merging is not related to the development of an unstable stratifica-

tion and subsequent mixing. This supports the remark made by Tanny and Tsinober [1988] that
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an unstable stratification is not necessary for layer merging to occur. By comparing the profiles

at both locations, it is observed that the layer � disappears first at � �  	� ��� and later on at

� �) 	� � (Fig. 3.6d), supporting the view that layer merging starts at the heated wall. In Fig. 3.7,

the horizontal velocity and the temperature are plotted along the same sections. The horizontal

velocity within the layer � decreases to zero and the unstable temperature stratification over

both the interfaces bounding layer � is eroded during the merging process. There appears to

be a phase lag in this development between the evolution of the temperature and the horizontal

velocity profile, with the former leading the latter. The interface � is shown to disappear earlier

in the temperature profile than in the horizontal velocity profile. By only looking at the temper-

ature, the layer � appears to disappear first at � �  	� � rather than at � �  	� ��� (Fig. 3.7b-c)

contrary to that seen for the density in Fig. 3.6. The salt field clearly is important for the changes

in the spatial pattern during the layer merging process.

The results in Fig. 3.7 motivate to look at the origin of the velocity decrease within layer � .

According to (3.10), the horizontal velocity can change due to variations in the layer thickness ( � )

or changes in the lateral temperature gradient (
� � $ � ). By computing the horizontal heat balance

over a vertical section of the layer [Jeevaraj and Imberger, 1991], it can be shown that the lateral

temperature gradient depends on changes in layer thickness. However, when the spatial gradients

in the layer thickness remain small, as is observed in Fig. 3.5, this effect is small and K(t) can be

assumed constant during the layer merging.

Changes in layer thickness may be caused by changes in the entrainment rate [Turner, 1973].

This motivates to look for a measure of this entrainment rate, i.e. the Richardson number, defined

by

� � � & ������� �������� �
� (3.16)

At
$ �  	�  � % � , which is before merging, shadow plots of the salinity and � � are shown in Fig.

3.8a and Fig. 3.8b, respectively. In Fig. 3.8b, a dark area indicates locations where � � is rela-

tively small, whereas it is relatively large at light areas; the precise shading values are given in

the caption. Within the layers, � � is smaller than zero, which is characteristic of strong convec-

tive activity. However, along an interface � � increases from the heated wall to the cold wall. A

smaller value of � � indicates a less stable interface between layers, and a larger entrainment rate

is expected.

The position of the interface is determined by the location where the horizontal velocity

changes sign. In Fig. 3.8c, the values of � � exactly at the interfaces between � and � �
and between � and � & (at � �  	� � ) are plotted at several instants prior to merging. During
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7: Cross sections of the horizontal velocity
�

and temperature � , as in Fig. 3.6; again

only the lower half of the sections is shown. (a):
$ �  	�  ���� , (b):

$ �  	�  � % � , (c):
$ �  	�  � , (d):$ �) 	�  %���� .
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: (a): Grey-shade plot of salinity minus initial stratification at
$ �  	�  � % � , just before

subsequent merging sets in; white corresponds to a maximum and black to a minimum in salinity.

(b): The same as (a) but for � � ; white corresponds to � � � � % , black corresponds to � ���  ;
(c): Temporal development of � � near the heated wall � � �  	� � � for the first three interfaces

from below. The results for the first, second and third interface are annoted with a plus, star and

diamond respectively. At
$ �) 	�  % and beyond, the second interface does not exist anymore.

merging, where layer � ceases to exist, the values of � � of the surrounding interfaces strongly

increase, indicating that these interfaces become more stable.
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3.4 Discussion

The results from the two-dimensional numerical simulations of the evolution of intrusions into

a stratified liquid show many features also observed in experiments. This a postiori justifies the

use of the two-dimensional model; the dominant physics of layer formation and merging appears

to be captured by such a model. Focus of this work was on the subsequent layer merging process

as observed in one of the simulations. Based on these results we propose the following physical

picture of this process.

Again, we refer to the layers � , � & and � � as the layer which eventually disappears, its

lower and its upper neighbor, respectively. The results on the distribution of � � indicate (Fig.

3.8b) that the entrainment rate along the interface bounding � and � & is not constant along

the interface. Assume now that the interface between � and � & is locally displaced upward.

Since the velocity gradients in layer � & are largest near the heated wall (giving smaller � � ),
largest displacements will occur there. By the direct change in the layer thickness, the horizontal

velocity, according to (3.10), locally decreases in layer � whereas it increases in layer � & .

The higher velocities in layer � & then lead to a larger entrainment upwards and thereby to a

further displacement of the interface upwards. This view is also consistent with the observation

by Tanny and Tsinober [1988] that the thermal boundary layer near the heated wall penetrates the

interface and locally destroys the salinity step. Because the velocities in layer � decrease, the

stronger convection in layer � � will cause consequently a downward migration of the interface

between � and � � .

Hence, the interfaces bounding � and � & and � and � � move towards each other, con-

sistent with observations in the Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Because the velocities increase in both layers

� & and � � , the buoyancy production increases (Fig. 3.4) and the horizontal heat transport

as well as the vertical salt transport increases (Fig. 3.3). As the interfaces have reached each

other and layer � has disappeared, the stability of the resulting interface increases because of

the larger density difference over the newly formed interface (Fig. 3.6). This is reflected in the

larger values of � � of this interface after merging (Fig. 3.8c) and also in the positive potential

energy production found in Fig. 3.4b, which indicates a restratification of the flow.

An alternative, dynamical systems point of view of this process is obtained using the results

presented in Chapter 2. In the unicellular flow regime, many (unstable) steady states exist at large

��� � . It was shown that a trajectory may remain a very long time near such an unstable state.

Eventually, this state is left through an instability and the flow evolves to a situation with more

layers. Although the instability mechanism was not described, it was suggested to be associated

with the movement of the interface between the layers. In view of the description of the physics

above, this instability may be identified in terms of the feedback between differential entrainment
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and changes in the layer thickness.

One can view the flow prior to merging to be near such an unstable steady state, to which

the flow trajectory is attracted along the stable manifold. The differential entrainment along

the interfaces separating the layers can be considered as finite amplitude perturbations on this

unstable steady state. Because many steady states are present, these perturbations easily induce

a transition to another state with less layers. The transitions are basically dependent on how

differential entrainment is able to drive the trajectory into the unstable manifold of the underlying

steady state prior to merging. This view may explain why different experiments, with the same

set-up and parameters, are likely to give very different merging sequences.
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